Statement on Conflict Minerals

Dear Customer

The undersigned hereby covenants and guarantees that the product (including components and materials) produced by Signal Transformer, DO NOT and WILL NOT knowingly use Conflict Minerals (Defined as Note), this Statement shall be effective on the date of signature and shall be continual effective during the period of cooperation and transaction.

Company Name: Signal Transformer
Company Address: 500 Bayview Ave, Inwood, NY. 11096 - USA
Name and Title: Sandy Axelrad – General Manager
Date: December 1st, 2014

Note: Some raw materials often used in electronic products, such as gold, tin, tungsten, tantalum etc, one source of the Democratic Republic of Congo, the locality armed rebellion association in order to control such minerals as the main source of wealth, often using both rape and violence to control population, it causes the concern of international association and United States Congress, and such minerals refer to as “conflict minerals”.